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Abstract 

 The modern woman adopted their right place by realizing through awareness in 

society and family. The modern women impose the basic rights, power and status of women.  

They always come out from traditional cultural entangles because to prove themselves. 

Mostly Shobha De’s novels focused on urban women. She also exploits the men women 

relationship and their hypocrisy, illusion in it. It is also highlighted the challenges of women 

in modern society  
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Introduction 

 Late 19th century has witnessed an iconic change in woman sector in the name of 

modern woman. It is a privilege for modern women to breathe the air of freedom in public 

roles and even in sex appeal. The modern women played conservative roles given to her, but 

this made hostility from men, so women who opposed the sector consider as decline in 

morality. In early twentieth century we can visualized many women emerged in public life. 

They flourished in all the fields like political, culture and even public life. In this 20th century 

many women writers have flourished and they contributed their notable writings to Indian 

English Literature. It is the modern women but in 19th century most of woman especially 

middle class women worked as slaves and their life surrounded in family and house itself. 

Women Novelist towards Women  

Indian women novelists exposed the woman’s problem and their rights boldly through 

their writings. They handled verity of themes through feministic identity. Many women 

writers have emerged and flourished in the field. Among the writers like, Shashe Deshpande, 

Kamala Markandaya, Anita Desai, Ruth Prawar Jhabvala, Nayantara Sehgal, Namita Gokhla, 

Shobha De and Arundhati Roy are important in the field. They all faced many challenges in 

the society especially from the male culture in our country. It made the women writers to 

oppose them mildly in the beginning but afterward, it became an open competition. In the 

early postmodern period the few women writers oppose the brutal male chauvinism now and 

then, but in the 21st century daringly contempt the male domination without any hesitation 

and second thought. 

 Shobha De technically exposed her ideas through lucid open hearted narration. She 

handled women’s psychological thought and their problem faced by the society.  She also 

gave a new solution for those women’s problems by her women’s characters.  

 Her novels are, ‘Socialite Evening’ published in 1989, Her other works ‘Sisters’, 

Starry Nights’, ‘Sultry Days’, ‘Strange Obsession’, ‘Second Thoughts’, ‘Snops Shorts’, 

‘Uncertain Liaisons’, Small Betrayals’, ‘Surviving Men’, ‘Selective Memory: Stories from my 

Life’, ‘Speed Post’, ‘Spouse’, ‘Superstar India: From Incredible to unstoppable’, ‘Sandhya’s 

Secrect’, Sethju’, Shobhaa at Sixty’, Shobhaa: Never a Dull De’, Seventy and to Hell with It’ 

and Lockdown Liaisons’. 

Shobha De’s New Women  

Shobha De exhibits her women characters a combination of boldness in physical, 

mental, sexuality, career and marriage life. She does not want her women characters mere a 

Traditional and help mate or simply pleasure given instrument or slaves. De portrays her own 

feminist and sexist mindset in her most novels. We come to know through her novels that 

women characters are superior to men. In 20th century fictions women are having free 

thinking and also their own choice for sexuality. De presented totally different problems 

which a Traditional woman faced, because they are all middle class ordinary traditional class 
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women. But she depicts modern women at social milieu in different angle and in openness in 

her narrations. It is totally differs that modern women characters are educated and they hold a 

well placed in society.  

De proves that among the social milieu the women characters are stands equal to men 

in the society. We can see the social milieu in their every part of their life like marriage, men-

women relationship, family and presentation female sexuality as shown in De’s fiction.  

 De’s novels fully occupied with the women characters who are the protagonist. Most 

of her fictions the women characters are free that they lived what they want, so society of 

male domination and traditional customs can’t affect them. These women characters are lived 

luxurious life and pinnacle of fame in society. These women undertake in-depth unnatural 

way of life in the world of freedom. They always expect something new experiences and 

other worldly pleasures. The newly existing freedom of women give them pride and brutal 

attitudes especially marriage and family. The modern woman is not only enjoying new found 

freedom but conceives themselves as the acute business personalities. These horrible 

personalities of modern women have breath taking impact on the male sector.   

 In Shobha De’s world of fiction the protagonist women are not at all tranquil and 

compliant but having high spirit in self progress.  These women motivate themselves to 

achieve the position to control the society instead of tolerating the abuses at the hands of 

men.  As we dive into the fictional world of Shoba De we can understand the way in which 

modern women emerging Indian society.  

New Women Approach towards Marriage and Family 

 According to Rig Vedha marriage is a union of two persons of full development.  In 

her novels the terms like Jaya, Jeni, Pathi refers to the position of modern women in their 

family.  Women typically played the roles of sharer of husbands love and affection, the 

mother of the children and the partner of performances and ceremonies. However the image 

of these women keeps changing in the family. As a result the husband lost supreme position 

in the house as these women secured the place usually the women novelist portrayed the 

female characters like submissive, sufferer, a mother, a wife, daughter, a cog in family 

machine, but they never pictured the women as self emerging characters. These writers have 

clearly depicted the problem and the hardships of the women in the society.  

In Shobha De’s novels the marriage is described with all bareness lurking behind it. 

According to Shobha De the marriage ceremony considered as sacred one. She believed that 

the bondage between the two souls has no ability to bring pleasures and peace both individual 

and social life. In the contemporary era every relationship is influenced for money and power 

likewise the marriages also influenced by these criteria.   

In ‘Sisters’ Mikky is the character tempted to get married to Naveen only because of 

his money not for love. She prefers him as she thinks, “He may help me with Hiralal 

Industries” (Sisters, 62).  Likewise in the same novel Binny tries to get Mikky in marriage in 

order to obtain in all the wealth of Mikky.  In De’s novels Anjali and Kauna, Asha Rani in 
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‘Starry Night’, Mikky in ‘Sisters’ and Maya in ‘Second Thought’ have experienced the 

bareness in their marriage life.  

 R.S. Pathak comments on marriage in Shobha De’s fiction as ‘Marriage to them is 

hardly more than a convenient contract to lead a comfortable promiscuous life which can be 

terminated at anytime depending upon the whims of the partners’ (Pathak ). De’s women 

characters are having no such personal aptitude and morals with them. To these women never 

enjoyed sex with their husband as thinking sex is a boring one and terrible. Even they do not 

worried having sex with other men apart from their husband.   

 Shobha De never considers the typical Indian marriage as a base of good family life 

and development.  Instead she prefers the marriages should be based on good understanding 

intimate relationship and freedom of choice. People in the Contemporary era are at ignorance 

and being casual in marriage and divorce.  According to Shobha De “The terms underlying 

marriage have also been redefined in recent times with some amount of economic freedom; 

women have charged the basic rules somewhat.  If a self-sufficient woman with a roof over 

her head chooses to marry, it is because she wants to share her life with someone in the 

fullest sense, not because she is looking for a lifelong meal ticket.  Divorce, too, has to be 

viewed in this light”. 

 New Women’s Approach to Sex  

 Shobha De was criticized by many critics that she treats the sex in hard and rough in 

her novels. De also depicts sex apart from emotions and love she displayed sex as a 

mechanical function.  She displayed this kind of sexual emotions in her fictional novels 

through marriage life and man and women relationship. In De’s novels the women characters 

are not ashamed to satisfy their sexual urge. They decide to live what they want and whom 

they have to live with.   

The character is not bothered about the terms of Traditional chastity.  They do not 

want to be live like the traditional women’s like Sitha, Savitri and Anusaya. The modern 

woman made their identity notable they utilized the sex some place. It also realize them how 

the society oppress their when they are in their improving stage.  It made some sort of 

awareness among them. They used their beds as a weapon against few social issues they 

faced. 

 De reveled in her few novels about sex that men used their sexual activity to control 

and conquer the body and mind of women. It is not merely enjoyment instead of it became 

disillusionment. De admits and exposed in her novels that, ‘yes, the sex in the books is quite 

grim… It’s unhappy sex seen from a fairy lonely women’s point of view. Some people, 

however, find sex seen from a woman’s view point so threatening that it’s much easier to 

dismiss it as sleaze”, It shows to actual purpose of sex that shown in her novels.  

 De’s novels revels that the man and women relationship in sexual activity mostly not 

real.  It is a fictional world among them.  It leads in to frustration.  She does not depict it not 

for a purpose of sensational reading. It shows the hollowness in the world of sexuality among 
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the family and social life. De does not praised or fully supported the sexual activities of her 

characters in her novels. 

 De also mocks the sexual activities of modern women through her fiction. The women 

sector has freedom of living independently and they can have not only heterosexual but 

lesbian even mechanical in high society. According to De the above-mentioned sexual 

activities are not emotional or love or mutual understanding. These activities will not give 

any natural peaceful it is like artificial. The real happiness is mutual understanding between 

two souls not only psychical urge. 

Conclusion 

 By go through the select novels of De we can understand that she portrays 

tremendously about the urban women’s psychological problem and challenges to be faced in 

the public life.  As a women writer she explores the inner and outer minds of urban women in 

a lucid and open-hearted narration. She also depicts the achievements and how thing 

overcoming their even the social and political issues they faced. The number of women 

achievers is raised very high in this modern society. They are in every sector and field in the 

society. Sometimes woman are entangled by their guardians and their life become a dark side 

of the world.   

 Characters of De are strong enough and they are boldly fought against the issues by 

the society and male dominations while their achievements are proceeding.  All the characters 

of De will not give up their success when hinderers have occurred. They won’t sit and cry for 

the failures they faced. Instead of that they fought against them, and succeeded for the 

victory. The women characters are depicts not like deer they have pictures like Lion. Because 

they have faced the problems in a different manner in different circumstances. De does not 

want to modify or give advice for the society. Instead of that she gives writing in a natural 

and openness narrations. She gave choice to the diction of the readers. 
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